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Tape Features

•Designed and manufactured to be instrinsically 
safe and ATEX compliant
•Precision instrument used to accurately measure 
the thickness of �oating product layers as thin as 
1millimeter and sinking layers of DNAPLs.
•Fully sealed, pressure proof probe is available in 2 
sizes: 5/8” and 7/16” and is ideal for wells, 
piezometers, direct push equipment and pump 
equipment

•Signals oil with a solid tone and light
 •Water is signaled with intermittent tone and 
�ashing light
•Only company in the world to produce a 5/8” OD 
and 7/16” OD  probe with pump alarm and 
pump controller functionality

DUAL FUNCTION PROBE SPECS

Detects DNAPLs and LNAPLs
as thin as 1 millimeter 

Built in tape guide, well casing hook, and protector, keeps the tape insulation from 
being damaged and keeps the reel out of harms way and off the ground

Protect Your Investment

Designed and Manufactured by Testwell Instruments. All Rights Reserved. 2017.

•Probe is fully sealed  and pressure proof to over 
2000 psi 
•Stainless steel probe is available in 5/8 “ OD size 
or 7/16” OD size to accomodate wells down to 
1/2 inch inside diameter
•Low cost user repairable/replaceable probe 
which then becomes �eld serviceable

•All aluminum faceplates, and reel 
with precision machined nylon hub, 
and stainless steel axle
•Sturdy Steel frame is coated in 
polyurethane for durability

•Interface meter includes a fully sealed waterproof 
electronics module
•Soft conformal coating and encapsulant is used to 
ensure long term reliability of electronics
•Easy access battery drawer for 9V battery with no 
tools needed to replace battery
•Automatic shut o� after 15 minutes

•Uses high tensile steel, easy to read yellow tape 
jacketed in clear Tefzel or white Polyethylene
•Marked in engineering scale: feet, tenths and 1/100, 
and meters with markings every millimeter

Reel Specs Optional Pump Controller and Standard 
Pump Alarm Built into Module at no 

extra cost. Perfect for product recovery 
pumps. Controls up to 35 amps.


